Abstract

Outreach in the course of 2558, the community district Charoensilp Kamphi check these aims. Develop learning weaving folk east, to develop learning weaving. Project Services academic to the community, the objective is to Develop learning weaving Northeastern folk. To develop learning resources weaving. By participation with schools and community groups in traditional silk weaving home Kamphi. Exchange concepts Weaving folk easily and effortlessly to adjust. In the weaving era new haste with the tools the petite. Then developed a learning weaving. The training and services to target groups and the general public. The wisdom from previously observed found that the Northeastern folk weaving tools and steps and a wide range complexity hard to learn, give understand, in short duration. To upgrade concepts and development weaving process easier. By agents group of learned weaving. The Karen weaving. Then came adjust the tools and procedures an appropriate torque for use convey the and teaches. Development of the early years. Weaving group in the community participate in the relay. Conforms to the of learning Ministry of Education. Aimed at developing learners Skills that are essential to careers.

The operating results found Recipients Academic Services The satisfaction average of 4.89. Can put your knowledge and experience from applied to activities in daily life / work per self / per agency. Acquire the knowledge and useful experience. Integration Tools weaving preliminary further development most the complex and difficult task next.
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